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 Abstract — Most of the existing reactive power sharing 
schemes that assume parallel architecture are known to be less 
effective for multi-bus radial microgrids. This paper proposes an 
improved reactive power sharing scheme that exploits the novel 
concept of droop equivalent impedance into designing a consensus 
virtual-output-impedance-based droop control scheme. The 
control scheme leads to two notable improvements: (a) it proves 
that only either virtual resistance or virtual reactance is sufficient 
to restore proportionate reactive power sharing; (b) only a global 
coupling gain needs to be tuned and no proportional-integral 
controller is required. A systematic guideline that establishes the 
approximate range of stable coupling gain is developed. This 
simplifies the tuning process of the coupling gain. The power 
correction performance, the resulting bus voltage behavior, 
consensus control stability, and the robustness to time delay have 
been investigated in conjunction with an islanded microgrid 
modified from the IEEE 34 Node Test Feeder. It is shown that the 
consensus control scheme is capable to demonstrate accurate 
power sharing regardless of the changes in the network topology, 
network impedances, loading conditions, and communication 
delay. 

 
Index Terms — Droop control, radial microgrid, reactive power 

sharing, adaptive virtual output impedance. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 n order to facilitate the requirement of autonomous power 
sharing among distributed energy resources (DERs) in a 

microgrid, droop control mechanism has been widely adopted. 
However, it is known that although the load active power can 
be proportionately shared among the DERs, the load reactive 
power tends to suffer from the problem of non-proportional 
sharing. This is due fundamentally to non-negligible voltage  
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discrepancies at the points of coupling [1]–[3]. 
Various reactive power sharing improvement techniques 

have been developed in the past and, in the authors’ opinion, 
they can be broadly categorized to communication-less and 
communication-based techniques. The former is typically 
developed for parallel DERs (i.e. those share a point of common 
coupling through respective feeder impedances) and is 
predominantly based on the fundamental principle of improving 
the droop control design. One example being the cross-coupled 
droop control reported in [4]. Though with higher reliability, 
they cannot be directly extended to multi-bus radial microgrid 
cases, especially the ones with the plug-and-play requirement 
[1]. The problem has been solved predominantly through the 
communication-based techniques (with some exception, as will 
be explained next). It is worth highlighting that multi-bus radial 
architecture is in practice very relevant for large-area 
distribution microgrids. Summarily, the improved 
communication-based reactive power correction techniques are 
based primarily on two types of correction mechanisms: one 
based on the adjustment of droop parameters (e.g. droop 
coefficient or dispatch command); one based on virtual output 
impedance (VOI) integrated droop control and through 
adjusting the VOI value. Examples of the former type include 
the decentralized control based dispatch command adjustment 
[5], adaptively tuned droop coefficient [6], optimal no-load 
reference through primal-dual interior-point method [7], a two-
layer consensus algorithm with no-load reference adjustment 
[8], a distributed-averaging droop control with adjustable 
dispatch [9], and a consensus control with local voltage 
restoration and reactive power mismatch correction [10]. 
Differently, a consensus-based power sharing control is 
proposed in [11] and [12] through output current mismatch. In 
addition, [13] has introduced a fundamentally-different 
distributed control scheme that uses the output voltage 
reference derived directly from the distributed errors instead of 
following the usual droop mechanism. It was however reported 
that the system’s equilibrium and stability has subsequently 
become heavily dependent on the choice of control parameters.  

VOI based control schemes were first introduced in [14] and 
[15]. These methods have assumed a parallel architecture and 
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therefore only considered the mismatch of output/feeder 
impedances but not network impedances. A similar fixed-
virtual-impedance techniques have been reported in [3] and 
[16] but only for microgrids with unchanging, i.e. non-plug-
and-play, parallel architecture (owing to the line impedance 
parameter requirement). A communication-less offline genetic-
algorithm-based VOI scheme for a radial microgrid is proposed 
in [17]. Similarly, [18] has reported a communication-less 
particle-swarm-optimization-based droop control with fixed-
VOI for power sharing improvement. However, their extension 
to microgrids with changing topology is also not possible. Some 
other schemes that focus on unbalance and/or harmonic power 
sharing can be found in [2], [19], [20]. In addition, [21] has 
shown that the virtual impedance value is critical in grid-
connected mode (not within the scope of this work) and they 
should be designed to be kept within the desired range to 
prevent instability. 

As far as accurate reactive power sharing in an islanded 
radial microgrid is concerned, [17], [22]–[26] are relevant ([26] 
only focuses on non-changing network topology). Note that 
some literature (e.g. [23]) have used the term “mesh” instead of 
“radial” [27]. The latter seems to be a more usual definition to 
describe the topology of the network under consideration, and 
hence is the one being used in what follows. An adaptive VOI 
control with centralized secondary integrator control is 
presented in [25]. The work has shown that by equating the 
virtual resistance to the virtual reactance and by adjusting their 
values through integral control, the reactive power can be made 
equal. Another similar centralized scheme is proposed in [22]. 
This work concludes that reactive power sharing can be 
corrected by adjusting the virtual resistance alone (through 
proportional-integral control) but keeping the virtual reactance 
constant. Another centralized secondary control supplemented 
adaptive VOI scheme is proposed in [23]. The work achieves 
the correction by adjusting the virtual reactance (through 
proportional-integral control) while keeping the ratio of virtual 
resistance/reactance constant. In the distributed VOI scheme 
proposed by [24], it is shown that reactive power sharing 
correction can be realized by adjusting both the virtual 
resistance and reactance based on the distributed reactive power 
sharing errors (again, through proportional-integral control). 
Two practical issues are concluded here: there is no systematic 
way in determining the ratio of virtual reactance/resistance 
ratio; tuning of the coupling and proportional-integral gains 
have not been discussed comprehensively (e.g. [25] highlighted 
that the integral gain has to be set small to ensure stability; [22]–
[24] reported that, with a fixed static component, the dynamic 
component is deliberately tuned via a small integral gain). 

The work intends to contribute in three aspects. Firstly, this  
work will visit the problem through the concept of droop 
equivalent impedance. It will be shown that, as far as reactive 
power sharing of an islanded radial microgrid is concerned, 
there is never a need to have both virtual reactance and 
resistance, but only either of them is sufficient to correct the 
reactive power sharing. Secondly, the proposed control scheme 
adopts a single consensus integral action without needing any  

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of a multi-bus radial microgrid. 

proportional-integral controllers. This simplifies the gain tuning 
process of the distributed system. Thirdly, as mentioned in [9], 
pure-droop-based power control is non-linear, hence some 
forms of linearization is required to establish the behavior of the 
voltage/power towards the coupling gain. The proposed 
adaptive-VOI-based power control has an additional non-linear 
behavior due to the adaptive VOI nature. Hence the coupling 
gain tuning would be a more critical issue. This work 
establishes a systematic guideline that determines the 
approximate range of stable coupling gain. In essence, the 
guideline first linearizes the non-linear system about the 
probable operating regions, then establishes the range of 
coupling gain that ensures convergence through the standard 
linear consensus theorem. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II introduces the fundamentals of consensus algorithm. Section 
III introduces the novel droop equivalent impedance together 
with other commonly known impedances. Section IV discusses 
the consensus VOI-based control scheme and the coupling gain 
tuning guideline. Section V introduces the islanded microgrid 
network, the selected primary controls, and the results under 
three test cases: static and transient load, plug-and-play 
capability, and communication delay. Section VI concludes the 
paper.  

II.  PRELIMINARIES OF CONSENSUS CONTROL  
The communication network of a microgrid can be modeled 

as a graph with edges corresponding to the information flow 
between the DERs, denoted as the nodes. The graph is generally 
expressed as G = (VG, EG, AG) with a set of N nodes VG = {v1, v2, 
…, vN}, a set of edges EG ⊂ VG × VG and an adjacency matrix AG 
= [aij] ∈ ℝN×N. The edges EG denote the communication links 
between DERs and each edge (vj, vi) ∈ EG represents the 
information flow from node j to node i, is associated with a 
weight aij, with aij > 0 if (vj, vi) ∈ EG, otherwise aij = 0. Node j is 
called a neighbor of node i if (vj, vi) ∈ EG and the set of neighbors 
of node i is denoted as Ni = {vj : (vj, vi) ∈ EG}. The graph is termed 
to be undirected if (vj, vi) ⇒ (vi, vj) ∈ EG; otherwise directed. The 
in-degree matrix is defined as D = diag{di}∈ ℝN×N with di = ∑ 

j∈Ni aij and hence, the Laplacian matrix of the graph is defined as 
LG = D – AG.  
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed consensus virtual output impedance control of a droop-based distributed energy resource.

Consider the first-order discrete-time consensus algorithm 
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where xi and δi denote the state variable and control input. It is 
established that consensus is guaranteed if the coupling gain c 
satisfies the sufficient condition [28]  
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d
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where dmax = max(D). Suppose that information is passed 
between the DERs with a time-delay τ > 0, the consensus 
algorithm can be written as  
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The time-delayed consensus control is said to be globally 
asymptotically stable if and only if [24], [29]–[31] 
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0
2 c

πτ
λ

< <   (4)  

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the communication 
graph’s Laplacian matrix LG. 

III.  CONTROL MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF MULTI-BUS 
RADIAL MICROGRID 

A microgrid is considered radial structured with DERs 
and/or loads connected to the local distributed network at 
various nodes. Fig. 1 depicts the configuration/topology of an 
islanded multi-bus radial microgrid composed of N number of 
DERs and loads. 

A.  Primary Control and Virtual Output Impedance Integrated 
Droop Control 

 The primary control of a VOI-controlled DER includes a 
power control, an output voltage control, an inverter current 
control and a virtual output impedance control, as shown in Fig. 
2. During islanded operation, DERs achieve autonomous power 
sharing through the standard active power-frequency (P-f) and 
reactive power-voltage (Q-V) droop control [1], [32], [33], 
expressed as 
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*
i i i

i i i

mP

V V nQ

ω ω= −

= −
  (5)  

where ωi and Vi are the per-unit operating frequency and the 
droop voltage amplitude (normalized to network’s phase peak  

  
(a)                                              

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Single line diagram for an inverter-based DER with a virtual output 
impedance (Zvi) and a feeder impedance (Zofi); (b) the corresponding single line 
diagram with the virtual output impedance and a physical equivalent impedance 
as seen by the DER output towards the microgrid network, Zei.  

 
voltage) of ith DER,  ωi

* and Vi
* are corresponding per-unit no-

load frequency and voltage reference, and m and n are the per-
unit droop coefficients. Typically, m and n are commonly 
shared among the DERs in the same microgrid. Pi and Qi are 
the filtered per-unit active and reactive output powers 
(normalized to the respective kVA rating). 

Since all the inner-loop controllers operate in the 
synchronous reference frame, the direct (d) and quadrature (q) 
notations will be used in what follows. In each DER, the 
synchronous reference frame is made aligned to the droop 
output voltage vector (ud

oi = ud
od + jud

oqi, ud
odi

 and ud
oqi being the d- 

and q-axis components normalized to the phase peak voltage), 
the voltage components can be expressed as: 
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The synchronous reference frame’s angular position is 
obtainable from the respective droop frequency in (5) after 
synchronizing with the microgrid during first connection.  

The active and reactive output powers with low-pass 
filtering (and with amplitude-invariant rotational 
transformation) can be written as 
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where τc is the low-pass filter’s cutoff period and uodi, uoqi, iodi, 
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and ioqi are the d- and q-axis measured output voltage and current 
components. 

VOI control works by regulating the output voltage 
references from the standard droop control, given as 
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d
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  (8)  

where u*
odi

 and u*
oqi

 are the output voltage references after the 
VOI, and uvdi and uvqi are the voltage drop components across the 
VOI. The electrical steady state values (i.e. u�vdi and u�vqi, after 
assuming d/dt = 0) are calculated as 

 vdi vi odi s vi oqi

vqi vi oqi s vi odi

u R i L i
u R i L i

ω

ω

= −

= +
  (9)  

where ωs is the nominal angular frequency in rad/s, and Rvi and 
Lvi are the virtual resistance and inductance. 

B.  Reactive Power Sharing Strategy based on the Droop 
Equivalent Impedance Concept 

In per-phase quantity, we first introduce the following 
impedance terms: droop equivalent impedance (Zd

ei = Rd
ei + 

jXd
ei), physical equivalent output impedance (Zei = Rei + jXei), 

virtual output impedance (Zvi = Rvi + jXvi), and feeder impedance 
(Zofi = Rofi + jXofi) of ith DER. The latter three can be seen directly 
from Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, a commonly seen single-line diagram 
that consists of the virtual output impedance and the physical 
feeder impedance is shown. In Fig. 3b, an equivalent single-line 
diagram that replaces both the feeder impedance and the grid 
connection with a physical equivalent impedance, is shown. 
Since the voltage vector at node A is synchronized to the droop 
angular position (i.e. ud

oqi = 0 V), the phase voltage amplitude 
can be obtained directly from the d-axis component, which in 
turn equals to the droop output voltage reference (as reflected 
in eq. (6)). The concept of droop equivalent impedance is 
introduced by first defining the following: 
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where Si (= Pi + jQi) is the fundamental apparent power at node 
B and ud

odi is droop output voltage at node A. It is important to 
highlight that this impedance is different from the commonly 
known physical equivalent impedance Zei, defined below (with 
uoi being the normalized output voltage after VOI): 
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A common design principle of droop control is that all the 
generating sources should be adopting the same droop profile 
(although it is acknowledged here that some variations do exist 
in some microgrid literature). Upon steady state before reactive 
power correction, since droop frequency is a global uniform 
variable, the active power can always be accurately (i.e. 
proportionately) shared among DERs [1], [9], [23], [25]. This 
gives (with t represents time):  
 ( )1 2lim[ ( ) ... ( )]Nt

P t P t P t
→∞

= = =  (12) 

However, owing to potentially significant voltage discrepancies 
at their points of coupling in a multi-bus radial microgrid, the 
reactive power, if left uncompensated, will not be 
proportionately shared among the DERs. Upon success 
correction by the VOI-based control schemes, one can expect 

that 
(i) the reactive power will be proportionally shared:  

  ( )1 2lim[ ( ) ... ( )]Nt
Q t Q t Q t

→∞
= = =   (13) 

(ii) the droop output voltage reference for all DERs will have a 
common value: 

  ( )1 2lim[ ( ) ... ( )]d d d
od od odNt

u t u t u t
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= = =   (14)  

With conditions (12-14), it can be realised from (10) that the 
droop equivalent impedances of all DERs must also converge 
to a common value: 
 ( )1 2lim[ ( ) ... ( )]d d d

e e eNt
t t t

→∞
= = =Z Z Z   (15)  

Some previous works [6], [16], [26], [31] have exploited the 
concept of converging the DERs’ equivalent impedance of (Zvi 
+ Zofi) (see Fig. 3a) to a common value to realise proportional 
reactive power sharing. However, since the concept requires a 
common point of coupling, it can be deduced that the method is 
not applicable to a multi-bus radial microgrid. The work intends 
to introduce a novel concept to address this limitation, as 
explained next. One useful observation of (15) is that if the 
virtual output impedance Zvi can be controlled in such a way 
that the droop equivalent impedance Zd

ei equalizes, then the 
reactive power will be shared proportionately. On this basis, we 
propose that the following consensus protocol:  

 ( )
i

d
ei i

d d
i i ij ei ej

j N
c a

∈

=

= − −∑

Z δ

δ Z Z
 (16) 

Based on (16), it can be deduced that one can drive Zd
ei towards 

a consensus value, then the proportional reactive power sharing 
will be achieved. Nevertheless, it was found that (16) can be 
simplified further. This is explained by first expanding (10): 
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Based on (12), (14) and (17), it can be deduced that: 
(i) if the droop equivalent reactance (Xd

e) of all DERs were to 
converge to a common value, a proportional reactive power 
sharing will be achieved. With these conditions, the droop 
equivalent resistance (Rd

e) will also equalize; 
(ii) if the droop equivalent resistance (Rd

e) of all DERs were to 
converge to a common value, a proportional reactive power 
sharing will be achieved. With these conditions, the droop 
equivalent reactance (Xd

e) will also equalize. 
In essence, this means that as far as reactive power correction 

is concerned, there is seldom a need to regulate both droop 
equivalent impedance components. In fact, any attempt to 
regulate both together would be an ill-posed problem and will 
result in control instability. This observation somewhat agrees 
with most previous works, e.g. changing Rv fixed Xv [17], [22], 
[34]; fixed Rv/Xv ratio [23]–[25]. In [24], although there are 
individual virtual resistive and reactance control loops, 
however, the two virtual impedance components are inherently 
coupled since their integral loop is common (which leads to an 
approximately fixed dynamic Rv/Xv ratio). Therefore, moving 
forward, it is proposed here that only the droop equivalent 
reactance is considered, i.e.: 

 ( )
i

d d d
ei ij ei ej

j N
X c a X X

∈
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Note that one may also use the droop equivalent resistance as 
the consensus error, but it can be seen from (17) that the droop 
equivalent reactance has a more direct impact on the control of 
reactive power and hence is the preferred choice. 

IV.  ADAPTIVE VIRTUAL OUTPUT IMPEDANCE CONTROL 
BASED ON DROOP EQUIVALENT IMPEDANCE CONSENSUS 

A.  Proposed Consensus-VOI Control based on Droop 
Equivalent Impedance 

Most of the existing consensus-based reactive power 
correction schemes are based on the reactive power values, e.g. 
Qi as in [5], [8], [13]; and niQi [10], [24], [31]. Based on the 
deduction in Section III, it is therefore proposed here that the 
consensus protocol is applied to the droop equivalent reactance 
Xd

ei. However, it can be easily confirmed that (18) is still not 
suitable for implementation as there is no direct mean to control 
Xd

ei but only Xvi is directly controllable. Hence, their 
relationship is first analyzed in what follows. 

One can define the reactive power injected by a DER (from 
node A) in terms of the virtual output impedance and the 
physical equivalent impedance (as shown in Fig. 3b): 

  
2
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where the physical equivalent resistance Rei and reactance Xei 
can be expanded from (11) to become   
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Then, the virtual reactive power across Xvi can be written as 
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where the normalized output current ioi can be expressed in 
terms of ud

odi and the physical equivalent impedance as: 
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Then, a relationship between Xvi and the reactive output power 
Qi can be expressed as 
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Substitute (6) and (20) into (23) results in 
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A factor Kui is introduced into the expression in order to simplify 
the relationship between Xvi and Qi.  
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TABLE I.  THE CORRESPONDING κi VALUES FOR DIFFERENT 
OPERATING POINTS WITH  c = 0.2 

Qo (% of 
Qrated) 

Ku 

Po (% of Prated)   Note: Srated = 1 p.u. and pfrated = 0.8 

5 10 30 50 70 90 95 

5 0.782 0.159 0.103 0.134 0.146 0.152 0.156 0.151 
10 0.786  0.161 0.115 0.131 0.141 0.148 0.149 
30 0.800   0.167 0.105 0.111 0.120 0.122 
50 0.814    0.174 0.110 0.107 0.107 
70 0.837     0.181 0.116 0.112 
90 0.844      0.188 0.158 
95 0.848      0.244 0.189 

TABLE II.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
Parameter VALUE PARAMETER  Value 

System  freq. 60 Hz P-f droop coeff. (pu) 0.0625 

MV levels 24.9/ 
4.16 kV No-load freq. (pu) 1.02 

Inverter DC bus 1 kV Q-V droop coeff. (pu) 0.075 
Sw. freq. Fs1 10 kHz No-load voltage (pu) 1.02 

DER ratings: 
Apparent power (rated pf) 

Inverter output filter impedances: 
L-RC  

DER 1 0.8 MVA (0.8) 0.1905 mH, 10 Ω, 132.96 μF 
DER 2 0.6 MVA (0.8) 0.7620 mH, 10 Ω, 088.64 μF 
DER 3 0.8 MVA (0.8) 0.1905 mH, 10 Ω, 132.96 μF 
DER 4 0.4 MVA (0.8) 0.3810 mH, 10 Ω, 066.48 μF 
DER 5 0.4 MVA (0.8) 0.3810 mH, 10 Ω, 066.48 μF 

Feeder impedances 
Zof1 0.03 Ω, 0.35 mH Zof4 0.03 Ω, 0.30 mH 
Zof2 0.06 Ω, 0.35 mH Zof5 0.04 Ω, 0.35 mH 
Zof3 0.05 Ω, 0.40 mH   

SECONDARY CONSENSUS 
CONTROL (FS2 = 1 HZ) 

PRIM. VOLTAGE 
CONTROL 

PRIM. CURRENT 
CONTROL 

τc 0.2 s Kpvi 1.23 Kpci 0.27 
c 0.2 Kivi 4.67 Kici 1.61 

 
Notice that Kui value remains typically near to one as the virtual 
voltage drop is typically kept small as compared to the rated 
voltage value. On this basis, if both Kui and Pi do not change 
significantly during Qi correction (due to Xvi adjustment), the 
dynamical relationship between Xvi and Qi can be approximated 
to a linear, operating-point-dependent relation through time-
derivative of (24):  
 ( )* , , , ,vi i i oi oi ui iX F V n P Q K Q= ⋅    (26)  

where the full expression of Fi is given in the appendix. Poi 
and Qoi are the power values at the steady state operating point 
about which the linearization is made. 

Next, the relationship between Xd
ei and Qi is to be established. 

From Xd
ei expression in (17), and assume that the active power 

Pi does not change significantly during Qi correction, the 
dynamical relationship between Xd

ei and Qi can again be 
approximated to a linear, operating-point-dependent 
relationship: 
 ( )* , , ,d

ei i i oi oi iX G V n P Q Q= ⋅    (27) 

where the full expression of Gi is given in the appendix. Then, 
with (26) and (27), the relationship between Xvi and Xd

ei can be 
given by 
 *( , , , , ) d

vi i i oi oi ui eiX H V n P Q K X= ⋅   (28) 
where Hi = Fi/Gi. Based on the basic principle of linearization 
about an operating point, (28) gives a simplified linear 
relationship between the time-derivative of Xvi and time-
derivative of Xd

ei. By substituting (28) into (18), and rewrite the 
consensus algorithm, we get: 
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 ( )
i

d d
vi i ij ei ej

j N
X a X Xκ

∈

= − −∑  (29) 

where κi = cHi(Vi
*, n, Poi, Qoi, Kui). Reactive power correction 

through adaptive VOI is fundamentally a non-linear control 
problem. This is reflected in the coupling gain κi (29) through 
its operating-point dependent nature. Upon first-order 
discretization, the virtual output reactance can be found:  

 
( 1) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
i

vi vi s vi

d d
vi i ij ei ej

j N

X k X k T X k

X k a X k X kκ
∈

+ = + ∆

 ∆ = − − ∑  (30) 

It is well-established that consensus stability is guaranteed if 
sufficient condition (2) is met. However, as revealed from (29), 
the effective local gain κi for a given global coupling gain c is 
essentially dependent on the local operating point. There are 
two possible ways of setting the local gain κi: (i) compute the 
local Hi value on the fly and update κi accordingly; (ii) consider 
the smallest value of Hi,min for a given range of operating points 
and use cHi,min as the global gain κ (common to all DERs). This 
work considers the second way as it is expected to give a more 
reliable consensus control but with a small penalty on the 
correction dynamics. The possible values of κ for a given range 
of operating points (i.e. different Po and Qo, with a rated power 
factor of 0.8) is summarized in Table I. The calculation assumes 
that uoi is fixed at 0.9 and the load power factor is always kept 
equal or above 0.8 (grey-shaded column is below 0.8). Based 
on the analysis, it is recommended that the coupling gain κi 
should be chosen at middle-loading (e.g. one with 50% Prated 
and 30% Qrated). 

Lastly, communication delay is inevitable in practice. Based 
on (3), the proposed consensus control with communication 
delay can be expressed as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )

i

d d
vi i ij ei ej

j N
X k a X k X kκ τ τ

∈

 ∆ = − − − − ∑   (31) 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An islanded microgrid network and the corresponding 

DERs’ local controllers are implemented in DIgSILENT 
PowerFactory while the distributed secondary control is in 
Python. MatrikonOPC is used as the OPC server to facilitate 
the information exchange among the DERs. DIgSILENT 
PowerFactory and Python are the OPC clients and they 
interface with the OPC server through respective interfaces 
(ComLink in PowerFactory and OpenOPC in Python). See [35] 
and reference therein for details. 

The proposed secondary reactive power sharing control is 
verified on an islanded microgrid modified from the IEEE 34 
Node Test Feeder [36]. Basic parameters of the DERs and the 
modified microgrid network are tabulated in Table II. Some of 
the network features are highlighted below: 
(a) DERs with different power ratings are connected to the 

islanded microgrid via Y-Y, 400 V/24.9 kV (4.16 kV for 
the short lateral) transformer. Their placement in the 
network, as shown in Fig. 4, are based on PV curve analysis 
of PowerFactory [37]; 

(b) Shunt capacitors from the original IEEE 34 Node Test 
Feeder are kept in the network (at bus 844 and 848) and 
they are of a total rating of 0.75 MVar; 

(c) LC filters with resistive damping are used as the switching 

 
Fig. 4. A large-area islanded microgrid modified from the IEEE 34 Node Test 
Feeder (with actual network impedances). 

 
Fig. 5. Default steady state and load up-stepping with fixed κ: active and 
reactive output power of DERs for the standard droop control (before 10 s) 
without correction (after 10 s) with correction and (at 25 s) load step change. 

 
Fig. 6. Default steady state and load up-stepping with fixed κ: adaptive virtual 
reactance generated. 

harmonic filters, 
(d) The Laplacian matrix of the communication graph is 

 

2 1 0 0 1
1 3 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 3 1
1 1 0 1 3

G

− − 
 − − − 
 = −
 

− − − 
 − − − 

L   (32) 

Fig. 4 depicts the single-line diagram of the large-area 
microgrid modified from IEEE 34 Node Test Feeder. Three 
case studies have been conducted: default steady state and load 
change; DER plug and play; and communication link delay.  

A.  Case Study 1: Default Steady State and Load Change with 
Coupling Gain Consideration 

A total load of 1.52 MW and 1.27 MVar passive load are 
present in the islanded microgrid network. Before t = 10 s, the 
DERs are initially controlled through the standard droop 
scheme without any reactive power sharing correction. It can be  
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Fig. 7. Default steady state and load up-stepping with fixed κ: the corresponding 
droop output voltage references and voltage magnitudes at respective MV 
buses. 

 
Fig. 8. Default steady state with fixed κ = 0.3: DERs’ reactive output power. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Default steady state and load up-stepping with adaptively tuned κ: DERs’ 
reactive output power and voltage magnitudes at respective MV buses. 

established from Fig. 5 that the active power is always 
proportionally shared, but the reactive power is not. At t = 10 s, 
the proposed reactive power sharing control scheme is 
activated. Based on the established tuning guideline, κ is 
globally tuned to 0.105. It is seen clearly that the load reactive 
power is now proportionally shared among the DERs. The 
corresponding virtual reactance profiles in Fig. 6 show that the 
virtual reactance can take both positive and negative values.  

Traces in Fig. 7 show that upon steady state the droop 
voltage references also equalize but the MV bus voltages have 
been lowered further. Subsequently, an additional load is 
connected to bus 814 at t = 25 s during which the total load 
demand of the islanded microgrid is increased to 1.75 + j1.66 
MVA. Figs. 5-7 show that the proposed control scheme 
responds accordingly without noticeable large transients. 

Fig. 8 shows that control instability occurs when κ is globally 
tuned to 0.3 despite that κ is less than 1/dmax (as in (2)). This is 
due to the fact that the dynamical relationship between Xvi and 
Xd

ei has not been accounted for in the consensus protocol (30), 
the consensus theorem, i.e. (2), therefore cannot be applied 
directly. On the other hand, the performance of an adaptively 
tuned control scheme (i.e with local κi gain defined by the local 
operating points of ud

odi, Kui, Poi, and Qoi) is shown in Fig. 9. A  

 

 

 
Fig. 10. DER 2 plug-and-play capability: DERs' reactive output power, adaptive 
virtual reactance generated and the corresponded droop output voltage 
references. 

 

 

 
Fig. 11. DERs' reactive output power with communication link time delay of 
(top) 0.6 s (mid) 1.4 s and (bottom) 1.8 s. 

stable, underdamped performance is noted. This finding agrees 
with the theoretical expectation in Section IV. However, as 
mentioned, in order to ensure a stable consensus control, it is 
preferable to tune gain κ globally to the mid-loading value (i.e. 
being 0.105 in Table I). This is done for subsequent studies. 

B.  Case Study 2: Plug-and-Play Capability 
The dynamic performance of the proposed VOI control 

scheme considering the plug-and-play capability is studied 
here. Notice that a DER’s disconnection means that all 
communication links between the DER and the remaining 
DERs are lost. In order to ensure a stable consensus system, it 
is assumed that the communication links among the remaining 
DERs still maintain a connected graph. 

The islanded microgrid operates under default loading 
condition with the proposed control scheme activated from t =0 
s. At t = 20 s, DER 2’s circuit breaker is opened, and it is re-
closed at t = 40 s. As seen in Fig. 10, proportional reactive 
power sharing is retained by the remaining DERs. It can be 
noticed that the reactive powers of the remaining DERs increase 
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and their corresponding droop voltage reference decreases. 
With the reconnection of DER 2 at t = 40 s, the reactive load 
power is almost instantaneously re-distributed among the DERs 
with some small overshoots. 

C.  Case Study 3: Effect of Communication Link Delays  
The robustness of the distributed control scheme against 

communication link delays is examined next. Based on the 
consensus theorem (3-4) and (31), the maximum allowable time 
delay is τmax = 1.75 s (i.e. with the maximum eigenvalue of λmax 
= 4.48 and the coupling gain c = 0.2). In this case study, the 
time delay τ is set to be 0.6, 1.4 and 1.8 s, respectively. Fig. 11 
shows the corresponding reactive output powers of the DERs 
with the proposed control scheme activated at t = 10 s. It can be 
seen that proportional reactive power sharing is achieved for the 
case of τ = 0.6 s (<<τmax). For the case of τ =1.4 s, power 
oscillation can be seen before the final steady state. However, 
for the case of τ =1.8 s (> τmax), the islanded microgrid is unable 
to maintain a stable operation. This essentially verifies the 
communication delay discussion described in Sections II and 
III. It is worth highlighting here that the compliance is only 
possible if the control gain κ is tuned by the proposed tuning 
guideline; if one were not to consider the operating-point-
dependent H or were to append proportional-integral controllers 
subsequent to the consensus control, (4) will not be applicable.  

VI.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a novel droop-equivalent-

reactance-based consensus adaptive VOI control to realize 
accurate reactive power sharing among DERs in a radial 
microgrid. The control scheme only needs a sparse 
communication structure and eliminates the needs for a central 
control. The proposed control scheme does not rely on the local 
proportional-integral controllers and therefore, there is 
effectively one coupling gain to be tuned. A systematic tuning 
guideline with linearization about practical operating points is 
established and proven. The proposed control scheme has been 
tested for different test scenarios: steady state, transients (load 
up-stepping), plug-and-play, and communication delay, and the 
results successfully justify the claims.  

APPENDIX 
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